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SUMMARY
Improved feeding performance by harvesters in heavy lodged green cane is very
important to the industry as the percentage of the crop harvested green is increasing.
Additionally the crop size is increasing, therefore it is essential that all crops can be
harvested at commercially acceptable rates. This research has identified and quantified
design aspects of the Australian industry standard cane harvester layout, limiting feeding
performance during harvesting of heavy, lodged and tangled crops of green cane.
Three areas that limit feeding performance were identified on the standard harvester
layout, and included the gathering system, the forward feed components and the feed
train setup. Components and modifications were designed, developed and manufactured
to improve and optimise the interactions between machine/cane components for
improved feeding of lodged green cane. Modifications included a prototype gathering
system, which incorporated a single large diameter tapered spiral inclined at a shallower
angle to the ground surface. This system has undergone field-testing in heavy, lodged
green cane in Bundaberg and northern New South Wales. These tests have successfully
demonstrated and quantified the improvements achieved with this system in gathering
ability and feeding performance under these crop conditions via performance indicators
including increased harvesting rates, reduced loadings on components, increased billet
quality and reduced EM levels.
The design and development of the prototype high density harvester allowed the
development of an improved forward feeding system. The key concepts in this design
included a shallow knockdown angle and control of the cane bundle and grip of the cane
butts after severing by the basecutters. These concepts incorporate active feed and
promote continuous even feeding. Comparative trials with the prototype high density
and standard harvester were undertaken in heavy, lodged green cane in Bundaberg and
northern New South Wales. These trials have successfully demonstrated and quantified
the gains achievable in feeding performance under these crop conditions through
improved harvester design. Overall machine performance was significantly improved
via increased harvesting rates, reduced loadings on components, increased billet quality
and reduced EM levels.
The research has indicated that there is significant potential to enhance the performance
of current harvesters via a fundamental understanding of the interactions between the
crop handling components and the cane. Concepts that contribute to even feeding and
overcome the limitations with standard harvester designs have been devised,
implemented and successfully demonstrated.
It is recommended that further work be undertaken to develop a better understanding of
the interactions of gathering, forward feeding and movement of cane across the
basecutters to fully develop these concepts.

1.0 BACKGROUND
The evolution of the cane harvester in Australia has been a unique blend of
developments between innovative growers, small manufacturers, and the Research and
Development teams of larger corporations. The development is significant because it
occurred rapidly and in a technologically advanced society.
Massey Ferguson was one of the earliest manufacturers of chopper type cane harvesters
in Australia. The company's background in the design of tractors and grain harvesting
machinery meant the research and development program by its cane harvester division
followed a somewhat different and less reactive process to that of the other cane
harvester manufacturers.
Typically, considerable emphasis was placed on an
engineering process. The designs that ensued were noted for being innovative and
giving high quality of output (minimal stool damage, low damage to billets, low
extraneous matter), although they were frequently considered to lack the mechanical
reliability required for the field conditions they encountered.
By the early 1970s, the standard cane harvester layout was well established by machines
such as the Toft 3000, MF 102 and others. This layout was seen as offering a cost
effective, compact, robust and manoeuvrable design and was carried through to
subsequent models. Throughout this period, different concepts were being proposed and
developed. The MF 201 was one example of a very successful machine, which differed
significantly from previous machines, and which was a valuable learning experience for
the staff involved in the design and development of that machine.
Against this background, the harvester manufacturing industry was developing the
conceptual requirements for new machines. By the late 1970s, the advantages of
harvesting cane unburnt (green) were beginning to be assessed by the industry. In order
to achieve the requirements of harvesting heavy green cane two fundamental criteria for
the harvester design are needed. These include an increase in the volumetric capacity of
the harvester and an increase in the feed efficiency so that choking or glut feeding is
minimised. Evenness in feed is absolutely essential otherwise any increase in
volumetric capacity gives only a proportional gain. Significant increases in volumetric
capacity were needed to handle the density of green cane and trash and to maintain or
increase cane processing rate. Dramatic improvements in cleaning capacity were
needed to give acceptable levels of cleaning whilst minimising cane loss. Feeding of
lodged green cane was recognised as being considerably more difficult than feeding the
same crop burnt.
Whilst other manufacturers continued to carry through harvester layouts designed for
burnt cane harvesting, Massey Ferguson, after considerable in-depth analysis and
review, decided to develop a machine layout which they felt was conceptually more
suited to harvesting heavy green crops. The design aimed to expand the envelope of
harvester knowledge by incorporating a number of advanced concepts relating to cane
gathering and feeding, dirt rejection and cane cleaning, whilst offering other advantages
with respect to optimising the machine-crop interface. These aspects of the machine
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design were substantially different to the industry standard layout. When Massey
Ferguson closed down its cane harvester division in the early 1980s, the prototype
developed had only undergone approximately 60 hours of field testing.
Currently there is increasing pressure for expansion of green cane harvesting in all sugar
growing regions due to a combination of economic and environmental issues, with
approximately 60 percent of the crop now harvested green. There has been limited
adoption of green cane harvesting in Northern New South Wales and the Burdekin areas
that typically have large, tangled lodged crops. There are agronomic reasons for slow
adoption of green cane harvesting in these areas, but a major reason is the inability of
current harvesters to harvest the heavy, lodged crops green at commercially acceptable
rates.
Previous research by Schembri and Garson (1996) has shown that several factors limit
throughput in heavy, lodged green crops. Factors identified included inconsistent
feeding arising from difficulties in separating lodged stalks; stalling of feeding
components when large bundles of cane enter the harvester; and bulldozing of cane
when these feeding mechanisms have failed. To improve the feeding of heavy lodged
crops, current harvesters can be fitted with various modifications including saws to
sever tangled stalks and aggressive feed rollers to pull cane into the feed system. In an
attempt to accommodate peak loadings, power to critical areas such as the basecutters,
feed train and chopper system has also been increased. Despite these modifications,
cane feed is still erratic in large, tangled green crops and harvesting rates and overall
machine performance in terms of cleaning and stool damage are not commercially
acceptable.
In evaluating solutions to improve the feed of heavy, lodged green cane, the associated
symptoms of this problem arising through the machine-crop interaction need to be
identified, considered and addressed. Thus additional criteria for improving the feed of
green cane include reducing stool damage; reducing cane splitting; reducing overloading
of feed train and choppers; reducing cane loss; lower EM after cleaning; and less
operator stress.
2.0 OBJECTIVES
The major objectives of this project were:
• to develop a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in the feeding of
heavy, lodged crops of green cane, and to the extent at which these mechanisms
induce uneven feeding and thus limit the capacity of current harvesters; and
• to develop, implement and evaluate means of enhancing the feeding of harvesters in
heavy, lodged green cane.

3
3.0 METHODOLOGY
To develop a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in the feeding of green
cane, a three phase approach was adopted. Firstly, a better understanding of the
interactions between the crop handling components of a cane harvester and the cane
during feeding of heavy lodged crops of green cane was developed using a unique real
time comparative approach. This approach incorporated the simultaneous use of video
recording and component monitoring equipment and comparative benchmarking between
standard harvesters and alternative harvester designs. Secondly, modifications to
overcome some of the limiting mechanisms for feeding lodged cane were designed,
developed and manufactured. Finally, exhaustive testing was undertaken to benchmark
and evaluate these improvements.
Details of the generic video recording and component monitoring equipment, trial
program including harvester setups, sites and treatments are presented in the following
sections.
3.1

Instrumentation
3.1.1 Video recording system

A real-time video recording system was deemed the best approach to record the
interaction between the cane and the gathering and feeding components of the harvester
during harvesting.
The system incorporated a number of components including video cameras, interfacing
components and recording medium. A number of considerations influenced the design
and selection of the components of the video camera system. These included the
harshness of the working environment and location of cameras within limited spaces
around key components. Therefore video cameras were selected based on compactness
and robustness without compromising on picture quality.
The video cameras selected comprised of two SONY XC-999 and two LG Honeywell
GC-405 type colour cameras. These units are ultra-small in size with average
dimensions in millimetres of 22 x 22 x 120 (w/h/d) for the SONY and 65 x 50 x
120 millimetres (w/h/d) for the LG Honeywell. Resolution and low light capabilities
were other important criteria for selection of these cameras. The cameras have a
horizontal resolution of 460 and 480 TV lines with minimum illumination of 3.5 and one
lux for the SONY and LG Honeywell, respectively.
For maximum protection and mounting, dedicated camera housings were fabricated for
each camera unit. An example of the compactness of the video cameras used and
corresponding protective housing is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1

SONY XC-999 lipstick colour video camera and protective housing

To allow correlation and simultaneous viewing of the three video camera viewing windows,
the cameras were connected to a MX85 high resolution SVHS quadvision multiplexer. The
multiplexer allows an input of up to four video cameras to be simultaneously viewed on a
monitor and recorded together. Only three inputs were utilised for video cameras with the
fourth remaining for the input of the component monitoring system display.

Figure 3.2 MX85 quadvision multiplexer
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The output of the multiplexer was recorded via a high quality SONY Hi8 handycam
video recorder onto high resolution Hi8 videotape. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the
MX85 multiplexer and SONY Hi8 handycam video recorder, respectively.
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3.1.2 Crop handling components data acquisition system
The key components of the crop handling areas of the cane harvester were instrumented
with sensors to allow measurement of hydraulic pressure, feed roller displacement, drag
force on the gathering system sidewalls and ground speed. This allowed loadings on the
various components to be monitored during harvesting to investigate their performance
and limitations during harvesting, and in particular, as glut/starve events occur.
The high speed data acquisition was set up on a laptop computer, which allowed
compactness and portability. The high speed data acquisition of the system is
implemented by a 16 channel 100 kHz PCMCIA slot Analog and Digital Input/Output
computer board. The sensors included pressure transmitters for measuring hydraulic
pressure, load cells for measuring drag force, radar unit for measuring ground speed
and rotary potentiometers for measurement of feed roller displacement. These sensors
interface directly to an isolated mounting rack and account for 14 analogue input
channels.
Initially, the operation of the computer board was controlled by proprietary Windowsbased software, Labtech Notebook®, which allowed the acquired data to be recorded
directly to specified files. This software package was utilised in the first year of the
project; however, it was found to be unsuitable at high data acquisition rates and
completely incompatible for this application. A more user-friendly and compatible
software package, DASYLab®, that is designed specifically for high data acquisition
rates was sourced and utilised in the second and final year of the project.
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The real-time output of the sensors was displayed graphically on the laptop computer
screen. The graphical display was recorded simultaneously with the real-time video
imaging to allow correlation and sequencing during harvesting events. This process was
achieved via the use of a Multigen proscan converter which transforms the computer
screen VGA video output to PAL required for the multiplexer input. The laptop
computer display of the component monitoring system was the fourth input to the
multiplexer and subsequently recorded to Hi8 video tape.
The real-time raw data from the data acquisition system were recorded simultaneously
onto the laptop computer hard drive, accessible for later detailed analysis.
The sensors utilised in the component monitoring system are detailed in the following
sections.
3.1.2.1 Pressure measurement
Hydraulic pressure was measured using Genspec GS4200 series industrial pressure
transmitters. This transmitter features a compact, rugged design and generates a 4 to
20 mA output proportional to the applied pressure. The transmitters have accuracy in
terms of stability, repeatability and non-linearity/hysteresis of less than 0.25 percent full
scale output and a response time of Ims. The transmitters were interrogated by the
computer software data acquisition system at 100Hz, averaged and recorded to disk at
25Hz.
The pressure transmitters were interfaced into the hydraulic circuits via a dedicated
5 mm diameter pilot tube and tee-section fitting. This allowed the transmitters to be
centrally located for protection and portability between harvesters. Figure 3.4 illustrates
the pressure transmitter hydraulic circuit assembly and transmitter interfacing harness.

Figure 3.4 Pressure transmitter hydraulic circuit assembly
and transmitter interfacing harness
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3.1.2.2 Drag force measurement
The drag force on the sidewalls of the gathering system was investigated. This was
achieved via the use of false sidewalls located on the inside of the throat of the
harvester. The false sidewalls were mounted on linear bearings and constrained with a
single load sensing unit to allow drag force measurement.
The load sensing units were identical S-beam load cells with a range to 1500 kg. These
load cells have individual regulated power supplies and signal amplifiers, and generate a
voltage output proportional to the applied load. The load cells were interrogated by the
data acquisition system at 100Hz, averaged and recorded to disk at 25Hz. Figure 3.5
illustrates the false sidewall assembly.

Figure 3.5 False sidewall assembly
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3.1.2.3 Feed roller displacement measurement
The position of the floating feed rollers was achieved through monitoring rotation of the
feed roller cradle. The system developed incorporated the use of a dedicated roller
cradle pin, rotary position sensor and shaft. The shaft was attached to the inside of the
roller cradle tube and extended out through the roller cradle pin to the rotary position
sensor.
The sensor features a compact, rugged design and has a regulated power supply and
provides a zero to five volt output proportional to the degree of rotation. The sensor
was interrogated by the data acquisition system at 100Hz, averaged and recorded to disk
at 25Hz. Figure 3.6 illustrates the rotary position sensor and pin assembly.

Figure 3.6 Rotary position sensor and mounting assembly
3.1.2.4 Ground speed measurement
Harvester ground speed was measured by way of a Dicky John ground speed radar unit.
This unit features a compact, rugged design and has an individual 12 v regulated power
supply and provides frequency output proportional to the speed of travel. The frequency
output is transformed into a voltage output via a digital to analog board for input into the
analog data acquisition system. The unit was interrogated by the data acquisition system
at 100Hz, averaged and recorded to disk at 25Hz.
The radar unit was mounted at the rear of the engine bay of the harvester via a dedicated
mounting bracket and aimed at the tyre surface in the case of a wheeled harvester. For
tracked harvesters the bracket was located on the track motor housing and aimed at the
ground surface. Figure 3.7 illustrates the ground speed radar unit and mounting
assembly.
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Figure 3.7 Ground speed radar unit and mounting assembly
3.2

Stage One — 1997 trial program

The initial stage of the project consisted of developing a better understanding of the
mechanisms involved in the feeding of heavy, lodged crops of green cane and to the
extent at which these mechanisms induce mal-feeding and thus limit the capacity of
current standard harvesters. The opportunity arose to review and evaluate alternative
approach to cane harvester design. At the time of its development, the MF 405
prototype incorporated new concepts in harvester design with respect to green cane
harvesting including gathering, feeding, chopper design and cleaning system design.
Access to this machine allowed assessment of some of these different concepts.
Comparative trials were undertaken between a standard current generation harvester and
the MF 405 prototype. Details of the trial program including harvester setups,
instrumentation and trial locations are detailed in the following sections.
3.2.1 Benchmark harvester — Austoft 7000
The Austoft 7000 used in the trials represented an industry standard machine. The
machine was a 1994 build machine to 1995 specifications fitted with a Cummins LTA10
engine, rated in excess of 225 kW, and an electric over hydraulic cabin. The machine
incorporated the standard leg basecutter arrangement and was fitted out with four
millimetre thick proprietary blades and five blades per disc. The basecutter angle was
factory set at the standard 11 degrees. In addition, the machine was fitted with an aftermarket Trail Brothers rotary pinch chopper drum assembly incorporating 12 inch centres
and two blades per drum. Figure 3.8 illustrates the standard Austoft 7000 used in 1997
trials.
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Figure 3.8 Benchmark Austoft 7000 harvester
3.2.1.1 Video recording system
Strategic positions were identified for locating the video cameras to maximise the
information gained on the interactions between the cane and the crop handling
components during harvesting. Cameras could not be located in all areas simultaneously
due to a finite number of cameras and as such cameras were rotated for maximum
collection of information. The three cameras were interfaced with the multiplexer and
pictures recorded to 1E8 tape as detailed in section 3.1.1.
These positions included the following:
• On a boom extending from the topper unit looking back into the throat of the
harvester. This allowed viewing and assessment of the interaction between the
gathering system and the cane during alignment and presentation of material to the
harvester throat.
• On the side of the cabin roof overlooking the crop dividers. This allowed viewing
and assessment of the interaction between the dual crop divider setup and the cane
during alignment including teasing material from the adjoining row and movement of
material into the harvester throat.
• At the front of the cabin just below the topper boom mounting. This allowed
viewing and assessment of the material flow into the throat and the interaction with
the forward most feeding component.
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• Between the power knockdown and finned rollers. This allowed viewing and
assessment of the size of the cane mat and material engagement with these
components.
• Behind the finned roller and forward of the basecutter gearbox. This allowed
viewing and assessment of material flowing across the basecutters particularly as
glut events developed.
3.2.1.2 Crop handling components data acquisition system
Key crop handling components were instrumented and included the following:
• Hydraulic pressure was measured on the following components. The inner and outer
and left and right crop spirals, power knockdown roller, finned roller, buttlifter, first
bottom feed roller (first roller after buttlifter) and choppers. This quantified the
work done by these components during processing of material.
• Hydraulic pressure in the drive system was also monitored as a measure of the
traction or slippage generated.
• Displacement of the first top feed roller (top roller after buttlifter) and the last top
feed roller (top roller before chopper) was measured. This allowed the evenness of
feed to be quantified.
• Drag force on the false sidewalls mounted on the throat of the harvester sidewalls to
measure frictional resistance between the cane stalks and the sidewalls.
• Ground speed was measured and this allowed trials to be undertaken at identical
forward speeds and the calculation of instantaneous pour rate.
The hydraulic drive and long-feed train design of the Austoft 7000 allowed for a greater
number of instrumented components.
3.2.2 Comparative harvester — Massey Ferguson 405
The MF 405 prototype had been badly damaged in a fire in August 1996, and was then
re-built as close as possible to factory specification. The engine was a Perkins VT8640
prototype of 180 kW (nominal). Later investigation revealed the engine was operating
at well below nominal power. Due to the electronic safety equipment that was designed
to protect the machine's mechanical drive train having been destroyed in the fire, stop
clutch settings were conservative to minimise potential for machine damage.
The machine incorporated the Massey Ferguson standard tonsil box basecutter
arrangement, fitted with four millimetre thick proprietary blades and eight blades per
disc. The basecutter angle was factory set at the standard ten degrees with the blade
angle set at five degrees. Massey Ferguson nominated the use of three millimetre
thickness blades with their basecutter arrangements; however, they were unavailable. In
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addition, the machine was fitted with the Massey Ferguson hoe-chop, rotary pinch
chopper drum assembly incorporating 12 inch centres and two blades per drum. Figure
3.9 illustrates the MF 405 prototype used in 1997 trials.
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3.2.2.1 Video recording system
Four strategic positions were identified for video camera locations to maximise the
information gained on the interactions between the cane and the crop handling
components during harvesting. Cameras could not be located in all areas simultaneously
due to a finite number of cameras and as such cameras were rotated for maximum
collection of information. The three cameras were interfaced with the multiplexer and
pictures recorded to Hi8 tape as detailed in section 3.1.1.
These positions included the following:
• On a boom extending from the topper unit looking back into the throat of the
harvester. This allowed viewing and assessment of the interaction between the
gathering system and the cane during alignment and presentation of material to the
harvester throat.
• On the front side of the cabin roof overlooking the crop dividers. This allowed
viewing and assessment of the interaction between the single crop divider setup and
the cane during alignment, including teasing material from the adjoining row and
movement of material into the harvester throat.
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• At the half-way point of the topper boom. This allowed viewing and assessment of
the material flow across the spiral into the throat and the interaction with the forward
most feeding component.
• Between the power knockdown (Warthog) and combing feed rollers. This allowed
viewing and assessment of the size of the cane mat and material engagement with
these components.
3.2.2.2 Crop handling components data acquisition system
The largely mechanical drive and short feed train design of the MF 405 only allowed a
limited number of components to be instrumented.
The crop handling components instrumented included the following:
• Hydraulic pressure was measured on the following components. The left and right
crop spirals, power knockdown roller (Warthog). This quantified the work done by
these components during gathering and initial processing of material by the
harvester.
• The independent left and right basecutter drive hydraulic pressures were recorded
for interest.
• Hydraulic pressure in the drive system was also monitored as a measure of the
traction and slippage generated.
• Displacement of the combing roller was measured. This allowed the evenness of
feed to be quantified.
• Ground speed was measured and this allowed trials to be undertaken at
predetermined forward speeds and the calculation of instantaneous pour rate.
3.2.3 Sites and treatments
In 1997, the trial program was undertaken in north Queensland due to the unavailability
of heavily lodged, high yielding crops of cane to be harvested green in the Bundaberg
region, and due to the inclusion of the MF 405 prototype in the trial program.
The trial program was based in the Mulgrave Mill area at Gordonvale and in the Pioneer
and Kalamia Mill areas in the Burdekin. Therefore trials were undertaken under a range
of varieties and crop conditions.
In the Mulgrave mill area varieties and crop conditions included:
• Q124: 90 t/ha, lodging near parallel to rows, harvested with the lay;
• Q158: 100 t/ha, heavily sprawled near parallel to rows, harvested in both directions;
• Q117: 170 t/ha, heavily lodged (flooded), lodged 90 degrees to row.
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Trial designs were setup to maximise data quality within the physical and operational
constraints. Replicated trials were undertaken at three nominal harvester ground speeds
and included 3 km, 5 km and 7 km, respectively; however, the target speed was not
always reached or maintained under the difficult conditions. Plot lengths corresponding
with individual blocks sizes were utilised and were in the order of 200 m.
The assessment of harvester performance included the measurements of harvester output
and included measurement of EM, tarp cane loss, pickup loss and dirt (ash) levels in the
cane supply. These analyses were undertaken in the Q124 and Q117 trials, whereas the
Q158 trial was confined to the data collection from the data acquisition systems.
In the Pioneer mill area varieties and crop conditions included:
• Q117: 170 t/ha, sprawled-lodged along row to standing, harvested with lay;
• Q96: 150 t/ha, sprawled near parallel to rows, green and burnt and harvested both
ways;
• Q124: 240 t/ha, heavily lodged, harvested with lay.
Trial designs were set up to maximise data quality within the physical and operational
constraints. Replicated trials were undertaken at two nominal harvester ground speeds
and included 3 km and 5 km, respectively; however, the target speed was not always
reached or maintained under the difficult conditions. Plot lengths corresponding with
individual blocks sizes were utilised and were in the order of 500 m. Data collection
was maintained throughout the run.
The assessment of harvester performance included the measurements of harvester output
and included measurement of EM, tarp cane loss, pickup loss and dirt (ash) levels in the
cane supply. These analyses were undertaken in the Q117 and Q96 trials, whereas the
Q124 trial was confined to the data collection from the data acquisition systems.
3.3

Stage Two --1998 trial program

Stage two trials were aimed at evaluating the prototype high density harvester developed
in 1997/98. This harvester embodies alternative design concepts in gathering and
feeding for enhancing evenness of feed. The rationale behind these design concepts
evolved from the results of stage one trials. Comparative trials were undertaken against
a standard harvester to benchmark and justify these improvements. Details of the trial
program including harvester set-ups, instrumentation and trial locations are detailed in
the following sections.
3.3.1 Benchmark harvester — Austoft 7000
The benchmark harvester used in the trials was the Austoft 7000 described in section
3.2.1. The instrumentation system was continuously evolving to allow improvements in
data quality, reliability and robustness. An account of the harvester instrumentation
setup on the benchmark harvester in year two follows.
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3.3.1.1 Video recording system
From the analysis of the recorded video data of the first year, it was deemed that only
three video camera positions were required to acquire an adequate insight into the
cane/machine interactions.
The three positions deemed essential were the following:
• On a boom extending from the topper unit looking back into the throat of the
harvester. This allowed viewing and assessment of the interaction between the
gathering system and the cane during alignment and presentation of material to the
harvester throat.
• On the side of the cabin roof overlooking the crop dividers. This allowed viewing
and assessment of the interaction between the dual crop divider setup and the cane
during alignment including teasing material from the adjoining row and movement of
material into the harvester throat.
• At the front of the cabin just below the topper boom mounting. This allowed
viewing and assessment of the material flow into the throat and the interaction with
the forward most feeding component.
The three cameras were interfaced with the multiplexer and pictures recorded to Hi8
tape as detailed in section 3.1.1. This set-up became the standard for future
comparative harvester trials.
3.3.1.2 Crop handling components data acquisition system
Key crop handling components were instrumented and included the following:
• Hydraulic pressure was measured on the following components. The inner and outer
and left and right crop spirals, power knockdown roller, finned roller, buttlifter, first
bottom feed roller (first roller after buttlifter), and choppers. This quantified the
work done by these components during processing of material.
• Displacement of the first top feed roller (top roller after buttlifter) and the last top
feed roller (top roller before chopper) was measured. This allowed the evenness of
feed to be quantified.
• Ground speed was measured and this allowed trials to be undertaken at
predetermined forward speeds and the calculation of instantaneous pour rate.
3.3.2 Comparative harvester - BSES prototype high density harvester
A prototype high density harvester was developed by BSES engineers for high density
planting. This harvester was a modified 1990 build Austoft 7700 harvester fitted with a
Komatsu SA60108 engine, rated in excess of 180 kW and a manual cabin. Later
investigation revealed the engine was operating at well below nominal power level.
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This harvester was designed primarily to harvest the high density planting bed system
which incorporates 4 rows, 50 cm apart at 2.1 m wheel track centres. The fundamental
design criteria for this harvester focused on the ability to successfully harvest the heavy
lodged crops of cane green synonymous with high density planting. The major changes
included modifications to its undercarriage to increase the track width, an alternative
basecutting concept, and alternative gathering and forward feeding arrangements.
The development of this harvester allowed an opportunity to incorporate improvements
in these areas otherwise not possible due to the limitations to modifications to the
dedicated SRDC/BSES research harvester. The machine was fitted with an alternative
gathering system and forward feeding arrangement developed from this research.
Additionally the machine incorporated a four basecutter disc concept. This concept
incorporates a centralised underslung basecutter box with two five-bladed discs each
fitted with four millimetre thick proprietary blades. On each side of the underslung
arrangement is a 'tonsil box' basecutter arrangement with a five-bladed disc fitted with
four millimetre thick proprietary blades. The four basecutter disc arrangement was set
up to match a raised bed profile and incorporated a basecutter angle of 19 degrees on all
disks. The machine was fitted with an after-market Westhill Manufacturing rotary pinch
chopper drum assembly incorporating 12 inch centres and three blades per drum. Figure
3.10 illustrates the prototype high density harvester used in 1998 trials.

Figure 3.10 BSES Prototype high density harvester — Modified Austoft 7700
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3.3.2.1 Video recording system
Three cameras were located on this harvester in identical locations as described in
section 3.3.1.1. The three cameras were interfaced with the multiplexer and pictures
recorded to Hi8 tape as detailed in section 3.1.1.
3.3.2.2 Crop handling components data acquisition system
The similarities between the benchmark harvester and the high density harvester allowed
the instrumentation of near identical crop handling components. The instrumentation
included the following:
• Hydraulic pressure was measured on the following components. The left and right
crop spirals, power knockdown roller (Warthog), Combing roller, buttlifter, first
bottom feed roller (first roller after buttlifter), and choppers. This quantified the
work done by these components during processing of material.
• Displacement of the first top feed roller (top roller after Combing roller) and the last
top feed roller (top roller before chopper) was measured. This allowed the evenness
of feed to be quantified.
• Ground speed was measured and this allowed trials to be undertaken at
predetermined forward speeds and the calculation of instantaneous pour rate.
3.3.3 Sites and treatments
In 1998, the trial program was based in the Fairymead mill area in Bundaberg where
heavily lodged dual-row green crops were available. Trials were undertaken in Q124,
200 t/ha, heavily sprawled near parallel to rows, harvested in both directions.
Trial designs were set up to maximise data quality within the physical and operational
constraints. Replicated trials were undertaken at two nominal harvester ground speeds
including 3 km and 5 km, respectively; however, the target speed was not always
reached or maintained under the difficult conditions. Plot lengths corresponding with
the block size were utilised and were in the order of 60 m. Data collection was
maintained throughout the run.
The assessment of harvester performance included the measurements of harvester output
and included measurement of EM and dirt (ash) levels in the cane supply.
3.4

Stage Three — 1999 trial program

Stage three trials were aimed at evaluating the prototype gathering system developed in
1998. Comparative trials were undertaken with three harvester configurations. These
were a standard machine; the standard machine fitted with the retrofitted prototype
alternative gathering system; and the prototype high density harvester. Details of the
harvester set-ups, instrumentation and trial locations are detailed in the following
sections.
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3.4.1 Benchmark harvester — Austoft 7700
A standard early model Austoft 7700 harvester was used as the benchmark harvester in
1999 trials. It was a 1991 build machine fitted with a Komatsu SA6D108 engine, rated
in excess of 180 kW and fitted with a manual cabin.
For the benchmark tests, the machine was set up with the standard Austoft gathering
system, which incorporates a dual contra-rotating spiral setup. The harvester
incorporated the standard Austoft underslung basecutter arrangement and was fitted out
with four millimetre thick proprietary blades and five blades per disc. The basecutter
angle was factory set at the standard 21 degrees. The machine was also fitted with a
factory Austoft rotary pinch chopper drum assembly incorporating 12 inch centres and
three blades per drum. In addition, the BSES alternative gathering system was
retrofitted to this harvester and trialed under identical conditions. Figures 3.11 and 3.12
illustrate the benchmark harvester set-up as standard and with the alternative gathering
system, respectively.
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Figure 3.11 Benchmark harvester — Standard Austoft 7700
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Figure 3.12 Benchmark harvester retrofitted with alternative gathering system
3.4.1.1 Video recording system
Three cameras were located on this harvester in identical locations as described in
section 3.3.1.1. The three cameras were interfaced with the multiplexer and pictures
recorded to Hi8 tape as detailed in section 3.1.1.
3.4.1.2 Crop handling components data acquisition system
The use of a standard Austoft 7700 harvester as the benchmark harvester allowed the
instrumentation of identical crop handling components as on the previously
benchmarked Austoft 7000 harvester in 1998. The instrumentation system utilised is
detailed in section 3.3.1.2.
3.4.2 Comparative harvester - BSES prototype high density
The Austoft 7700 high density harvester used in 1999 trials is described in section
3.3.1.2 with the exception of the chopper system. In 1999 trials, the machine was fitted
with a standard Austoft rotary pinch chopper drum assembly incorporating 12 inch
centres and two blades per drum. Figure 3.10 illustrates the prototype high density
harvester used in 1999 trials.
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3.4.2.1 Video recording system
Three cameras were located on this harvester in identical locations as described in
section 3.3.1.1. The three cameras were interfaced with the multiplexer and pictures
recorded to Hi8 tape as detailed in section 3.1.1.
3.4.2.2 Crop handling components data acquisition system
The crop handling components data acquisition system utilised was identical to that
previously used in 1998 trials and is detailed in section 3.3.1.2.
3.4.3 Sites and treatments
Preliminary testing of the alternative gathering system was undertaken during 1999.
This testing was primarily to assess the concept and for reliability purposes. The
gathering system was retrofitted onto an Austoft 7000. Tests were undertaken in a
range of varieties and crop conditions including:
• Q124: 250 t/ha, heavily lodged across row;
• Q170d': 225 t/ha, sprawled-tangled.
Scoping trials on the effect of feed train roller speed on feeding and dirt levels in the
cane supply were also undertaken. This was undertaken in single row cane,
approximately 100 t/ha.
In 1999, an exhaustive trial program was conducted in the Broadwater mill area of
northern New South Wales. The trial program was based at Pimlico where heavily
lodged two-year-old crops were available to cut green. Comparative trials were
undertaken in second ratoon, two-year-old Q170(1) , approximately 300 t/ha. The crop
was heavily sprawled and tangled and harvested in one direction. Further comparative
trials were undertaken in second ratoon, two-year-old Q124, approximately 160 t/ha.
The crop was heavily sprawled and harvested in two directions.
Trial designs were set up to maximise data quality within the physical and operational
constraints. Replicated trials were undertaken at two nominal harvester ground speeds
including 3 km and 5 km, respectively. However, the target speed was not always
reached or maintained under the difficult conditions. Plot lengths corresponding with
the block size were utilised and were in the order of 100 to 220 m, respectively, for the
Q1704) and Q124 blocks. Data collection was maintained throughout the run.
The assessment of harvester performance included the measurements of harvester output
and included measurement of extraneous matter levels in the cane supply.
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4.0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1

Stage One - 1997 trials

Comparative trials were successfully undertaken in north Queensland between a standard
Austoft 7000 and the MF 405 prototype. The recordings from the video system on each
harvester were reviewed and analysed for each trial. In addition, the recorded
information from the data acquisition system was calibrated, plotted and analysed.
The better understanding of the processes involved in feeding heavy large crops of green
cane was developed from the analysis of the recorded video data and the interpretation
of the performance of crop handling components, as derived from the simultaneously
logged data acquisition. The performance of each harvester will be reviewed in the
following sections.
4.1.1 Benchmark harvester - Austoft 7000
Figures 4.1 to 4.4 illustrate the recordings of the various sensors fitted to the crop
handling components of the Austoft 7000 during a trial run. The crop was heavily
lodged Q124 at Mulgrave Mill area, yielding approximately 100 t/ha, and harvested
against the direction of the lay of the cane. The data are representative of the type of
data recorded at all sites. This series of figures follow the impact on the crop handling
components of a discrete block of cane from initial contact with the gathering system
through to the chopper system.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the impact of the first interaction between the harvester and the
cane and highlights the variability in loading experienced by the gathering system and
the drag of the cane against the false sidewalls. At a constant forward speed of five
km/hr, approximately 12.5 metres are traversed in nine seconds. The harvester was
cutting against the lay of the cane, with the row being harvested laying into the adjacent
row.
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Figure 4.1 Loading on gathering system and drag force on the false sidewalls
on the Austoft 7000 during harvesting
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As the cane builds against the gathering spirals (A-A), the combined effect of the
harvester's forward movement and the inner gathering spiral direct the growing bundle
of cane inwards. An increase in sidewall drag force approximately two seconds later
(B-B) is recorded as the glut of cane is engulfed by the • harvester and becomes
constrained in the throat of the harvester.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the interaction of the forward feed components on the cane bundle
and presents data for the power knockdown and finned rollers and the first top feed
roller for the same period as Figure 4.1. This characterises the progression of a glut
through the harvester. As the glut progresses (C-C), the total pressure drop across the
knockdown and finned rollers increases from the no load pressure, indicating active
input into the feed of the material. Shortly after this (D-D), and approximately four
seconds after the initial bundle of cane began to leave the gathering spiral, the first top
feed roller begins to process the glut, as indicated by a rapid change from the fully
closed to fully open position. Simultaneously, there is an increase in the pressure across
the hydraulic motor on the feed roller, indicating some positive feeding by the roller on
the cane bundle.
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Figure 4.2 The interaction of the forward feed components
with the cane bundle on the Austoft 7000
Figure 4.3 illustrates the interaction of the feed train components and choppers with the
cane glut as it reaches these components on the harvester. Approximately one second
after the cane glut passes through the first top roller (D-D), the final top roller opens for
the cane to pass (E-E). Throughout the run, when the first top roller reaches the fully
open condition, the final top roller only opens to 80-90 percent of maximum. A
plausible explanation of this event is that a degree of lateral spread of the bundle is
occurring as it progresses along the feed train after the constriction of the basecutter
legs, rather than a differential separation of the cane bundle as it passes along the
intermediate feed train rollers. Chopper pressure reflects final top roller position as
shown in Figure 4.3.
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To determine the maximum instantaneous throughput of the harvester, the mass of a
cane bundle ejected from the feed train after stalling of the chopper system was
determined. The volume of cane indicated a very high level of compression and equated
to 400 t/hr (total material), assuming constant feed roller speeds of 185 rpm. Virtually
all cane stalk in the bundle had suffered extreme crushing and bending damage.
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Figure 4.3 Interaction of feed train and choppers during harvesting
with the Austoft 7000
4.1.2 Comparative harvester - Massey Ferguson 405
Figure 4.4 illustrates the interaction between the gathering system and forward feeding
components over a 52 seconds interval with the MF 405 at 5 lanihr under identical crop
conditions as the previously discussed Austoft 7000.
As the cane builds against the gathering spirals (A-A), the combined effect of the
harvester's forward movement and the gathering spiral direct the growing bundle of
material towards the throat. At the identical time the knockdown roller pressure
increases as it actively feeds the material into the machine. The knockdown roller
pressure follows the spiral pressure very closely and indicates the positive interaction
between the gathering and forward feeding components. Therefore good aggressive
feeding commences at the front of the harvester and is a fundamental criterion for
promoting even feeding.
Section B-B illustrates the knockdown roller pressure decreasing as a mass of cane
passes into the machine and progresses through the forward feed roller indicated by the
increase in displacement approximately 1 second later at section C-C. The throughput
of the harvester at the maximum displacement of the forward feed roller was
approximately equivalent to the Austoft 7000. The extended periods at maximum
opening could indicate slippage of the drive clutch to the feed train. It was noted that as
the machine operated at near choke conditions, billet length reduced.
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Figure 4.4 Interaction of gathering and forward feeding components
during harvesting with the Massey Ferguson 405
To develop a better understanding of the performance and interaction of the basecutters,
the pressure across the twin-disc basecutter system of the Massey Ferguson 405 was
measured during trials. Each basecutter has its own totally independent circuit that is
designed to ensure maximum effective horsepower is always available at either disc at
any given time. Figure 4.5 illustrates the interactions of both basecutters during the
same period as in figure 4.4. It is clearly evident that the pressure across the hydraulic
motors is a function of the position of the basecutter discs relative to the cane row. The
incorporation of this configuration and subsequent monitoring of this in harvester
designs would be a useful aid for harvester guidance.
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Figure 4.5 Interaction of left and right independently driven basecutter circuits
during harvesting with the Massey Ferguson 405
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4.1.3 Billet quality and extraneous matter assessment
Table 4.1 illustrates the billet damage and extraneous matter assessment from the 1997
trials. Assessment of billet length indicated both machines were producing similar billet
lengths, averaging 240-250 mm. The billet quality results for the Austoft 7000 indicate
the harvester was producing average quality billets for use as a planting medium
(Robotham pers comm) and well above the billet quality levels operators work to for
cane milling. The impact of the more difficult feed conditions on billet quality is
reflected in the data for Q117 at the two sites as shown in Table 4.1. The billet quality
results of the Massey Ferguson 405 significantly exceeded industry standards. Whilst
billet quality fell under more difficult harvesting conditions, the results illustrate that a
fundamental systems approach to machine design can result in significant increases in
performance.
At all trial sites, the MF 405 was able to operate at a shallower basecutter depth than the
Austoft 7000 for both harvesters to achieve minimal pickup losses. This is seen as a
function of machine design and a highly desirable method of dirt rejection. The levels
of dirt reflect the quantity of dirt taken into the machine over the basecutters as well as
dirt trapped in root and stool material. Ash levels are an indication of total dirt levels.
Ash levels for Gordonvale No 2 reflects the high dirt load encrusted on the cane stalks
due to flooding of the field during the growing season. Dirt levels were higher in the
Burdekin and this should be considered in the light that higher extractor speed is an
effective method of lowering dirt levels in cane (Thiedke, pers comm). The results
from the MF 405 indicate that a fundamental approach to harvester design can achieve
significant reductions in dirt levels in the cane supply, even when operating in a very
high environment.
The assessment of cleaning system performance was not a primary aim of the trial
program. However, for reference, cane loss from the cleaning systems of both
machines was assessed at all sites by replicated measurement of the cane billets and
particles caught on a pre-positioned tarpaulin, as described by Linedale et al. (1993). To
determine the actual cane loss from the extractor system types, a multiplier factor is
used to compensate for cane which is fibrated by the fan and cannot be collected. Due
to the cleaning system design on the M F 405, billets being removed with the trash do
not pass through a fan, thus the material collected directly represents the magnitude of
billet loss from the cleaning system. On the basis of this assessment, cane loss from
both machines at both Gordonvale sites was less than 2 t/ha. Measurement of yield of
clean cane delivered by both machines confirmed cane loss levels to be similar.
Because of the high fan speed used for the Austoft 7000 in the Burdekin trials, no valid
comparisons can be made between cane loss at these sites.
The material collected for cane loss assessment from the MF 405 at the Gordonvale trial
2 site was analysed to determine billet damage. Mutilated billets (including billet
fragments) as classified by the ISSCT criteria (De Beer et al. 1985), comprised 33
percent by weight of the material recovered from the cane loss assessment. The
remaining percentage of billets comprising both sound and damaged were assumed to
have similar aerodynamic properties as sound billets. In comparison, samples taken
from the cane bins averaged 24 percent mutilated billets for the trial. These
observations indicate there is limited preferential rejection of damaged billets with the
blower chamber design of the MF 405.

Table 4.1
Location

Billet quality assessment and EM results from 1997 north Queensland trials
Harvester

Austoft 7000
Gordonvale No 1
Q124, 90 t/ha

Gordonvale No 2
Q117, 170 t/ha

Burdekin No 1
Q117, 166 t/ha
Burdekin No 2*
Q96, 150 t/ha
Burdekin No 3*
Q96, 150 t/ha
Burnt

Massey Ferguson 405

Austoft 7000
Massey Ferguson 405
Austoft 7000
Massey Ferguson 405
Austoft 7000
Massey Ferguson 405
Austoft 7000
Massey Ferguson 405

Notes:
* Identical crop conditions.
** Average of speeds 2 and 4 km/hr

Speed
Km/hr
3
5
7
3
5
6.5
2
4.5
2
4.5
2
4
2
4
**
**
2.5
5
2.5
5

Pour Rate
T/hr
40
67
94
40
67
88
51
115
51
115
50
100
50
100
na
na
51
105
52
105

Sound
33.8
28.7
26.7
44.4
37.0
34.2
20.6
19.3
33.6
31.1
45.4
30.5
53.9
46.9
38.9
30.6
40.7
42.1
39.7
38.7

Billet Quality
Damaged Mutilated
26.3
20.7
30.8
19.7
19.3
36.2
27.1
14.8
29.7
14.9
29.7
16.7
24.5
27.1
26.0
22.1
23.1
19.2
20.7
20.6
21.8
21.1
24.8
32.6
14.1
18
26.1
13.6
14.4
26
36.8
18.8
26.5
16.0
25.4
15.4
14.4
30.4
30
15.6

Extraneous Matter
Tops
Trash Dirt
10.7
6.4 2.1
10.8
7.1 2.9
7.6
7.4 2.8
10.4
2.6
0.7
11.7
4.6
2.1
13.1
5.0
1.3
17.4
7.9 2.5
18.8 10.9 2.9
4.1
0.4
19.6
21.1
5.3 1.2
7.3
1.2
3.2
7.1
2.4 2.6
8.1
4.9
1.0
7.0
5.4 0.1
3.8 0.97
10.6
13.7
9.7 0.18
8.0
4.2
4.6
5.1
6.8
5.2
4.3
9.5
1.7
7.3
4.7
3.7
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4.2

Mechanisms limiting feed performance
4.2.1 Gathering system

Three limiting areas were identified in the standard Austoft 7000 on review of the
recorded video footage. The limitations in these areas can be reinforced and further
understood through the analysis of the data acquisition system. The rationale behind
these limitations is discussed in the following sections.
The gathering system is principally the initial contact between the cane and the
harvester. The gathering system of the Austoft 7000 incorporates dual, sloping spirals.
The standard setup is for the inner pair to rotate inwards, with the outer pair rotating
outwards. This configuration represents the current industry standard. The key purpose
of gathering spirals is to realign the cane for presentation to the machine throat and
allow it to feed butt first into the harvester. The limitations identified with this
configuration of crop presentation were the following:
• The angle of inclination of the spirals. The spirals are inclined at a steep vertical
angle to the ground surface. The steepness of this angle results in rapid manipulation
of the cane stalks and the cane is lifted well up the spirals in a short distance of
forward travel. This aggressive vertical manipulation of the cane is not conducive to
separation of the cane from adjacent rows and stool being pulled out of the ground is
often clearly identified. The gathering spirals on the MF 405 operate at a shallower
angle to the ground surface, resulting in a less aggressive action on the cane due to
more time being available for the separation and realignment of the stalks at identical
forward speeds to the Austoft 7000.
• The geometry of the spiral. The peripheral speed of the slightly tapered spiral
geometry is mismatched with the flow of material across it. At the point of
engagement, the spiral is rotating more quickly than the material moving across it
and at the top of the spiral the material is being dragged more quickly across the
spiral. Thus, the geometry does not aid in effective gathering. In contrast, the
differential peripheral speed up the large diameter tapered spirals as used on the
Massey Ferguson 405, was closely matched to the flow of material across them and
aided in reducing the tapering effect between the inside surface of the spirals and the
feed throat.
• The standard set-up of dual, counter rotating spirals of the Austoft 7000 performed
most effectively when harvesting under lighter crop conditions where the cane in the
row adjacent to the row being harvested was laying with the harvesting direction and
encroaching on the row being harvested. In heavier crop conditions, over 150 t/ha,
the counter rotation of the outer spiral on each side reduced the ability of the inner
spirals to gather the cane, due to cane bridging across the spirals on each side. The
Massey Ferguson 405 incorporates a single pair of larger diameter tapered spirals
and these large diameter tapered spirals were least efficient in rejecting cane from
adjacent rows, and most effective in assisting the feed of heavy crops into the throat
of the harvester.
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• Even in the fully extended down position, the trimming saws on the Austoft 7000
were still too high to offer assistance to the feeding of lodged cane. This was due to
there being sufficient bridging of cane in the throat of the machine by the time the
stalks had lifted to a height where they could be severed the saws.
4.2.2 Forward feeding components
The video data indicate that the unevenness of feed in the Austoft 7000 was principally
due to the bridging of cane across the throat between the inner spirals of the harvester.
In long cane, the counter rotating outer spirals exacerbated the problem. As the forward
feed system incorporates only limited mechanical means of breaking these bridges,
continued feed relied upon the bridges to collapse under their increasing weight as the
harvester moved forward. As the bridge collapsed, the wedge of material was engulfed
by the feed train, resulting in a glut event.
These observations are consistent with the measurements by the data acquisition system.
The periodic increased power consumption of the knockdown and finned rollers related
primarily to their attempt at processing the gluts of cane. Energy input at other times
was minimal. This indicates that these components have no active feed and control of
cane and only contribute to feeding when there is sufficient cane in the throat of the
harvester to be forced against them. Thus, they have little means of aggressively
forcing cane into the feed train.
In contrast, the factors inducing uneven feed on the Massey Ferguson 405 were quite
different. The gathering system was more effective in gathering the cane and the
aggressive forward knockdown roller was effective in preventing bridging across the
gathering spirals. The flaw in the design of the feed system was the throttling or
significant contraction in the width of the throat of the machine just in front of the
floating feed roller. When bridging occurred at this constriction, the floating feed roller
was unable to break the bridge. The feed then failed completely. Attempts to collapse
the bridge by bulldozing more cane into the machine resulted in tighter packing of the
glut.
4.2.3 Feed train elements
After cane is severed by the basecutters, the feed system should be sufficiently
aggressive to ensure flow of cane can be maintained into the feed system of the
harvester. On the Austoft 7000, the first top floating feed roller, in association with the
buttlifter, are the first elements of the feed train. Analysis of the logged data for the
Austoft 7000 indicates the pressure drop across both components (data for the front top
roller only is indicated) is minimal until a glut of cane is encountered and the top roller
opens fully. It is therefore apparent these components contribute little to feeding of a
thin cane mat and rely on a thick mat of material to develop before they can effectively
induce feed. This effect is exaggerated by the machine design as the geometry of the
feed roller pivot effectively limits the force that this roller can develop on the cane mat,
until travel is limited by being fully open. This sequence of events contributes to
uneven flow of material through the machine.
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Additionally the peripheral speeds of the feed train rollers vary through feed train. The
rationale behind this mismatch is to agitate the cane bundle and drop out dirt and to provide
billet length regulation. This mismatch does not assist even feeding.
Evenness of feed in the MF 405 was more difficult to assess, due to the lack of opportunity
to monitor the loading on components. The displacement of the forward feed roller is,
however, consistent with more even feed, punctuated by occasional glut events.
4.3

Developing improvements
4.3.1 Improved gathering system

From the results of the first year of trials there was considerable scope to enhance the
gathering performance of current harvesters. In developing the concept for an improved
gathering system, the following criteria were considered.
•

Crop spiral location. The location of the crop spiral relative to the basecutters is
important in terms of the amount of cane in the throat of the harvester before the stalks
are severed and also the ability of the harvester to enter a row. Therefore any new
system must not increase the current length between the basecutters and the spiral.

•

Crop spiral angle of inclination. The crop spiral angle relative to ground surface is
critical for stalk pickup and for minimising stool damage. With increasing spiral
centreline angle to the ground, the helical flights need to be more aggressive and the
speed at which the stalks are elevated is accelerated with respect to the forward
movement of the harvester. This results in little of the stalk length entering the
harvester before it is lifted aggressively. Therefore this places great stress on the stool
and increases stool damage or even the removal of the whole stool from the ground.
For optimum gathering a reduced spiral centreline angle is an essential component.

•

Spiral geometry. The geometry of the spiral is important when matching its peripheral
surface speed to that of the cane stalks being gathered into the throat. The optimum
shape to achieve this match is a large diameter cone. The large diameter tapered shape
also reduces the tapering effect between the inside surface of the spirals and the throat.
The contraction of the crop is forced by the spirals rather than by the tapered stationary
sidewalls.

An improved gathering system, which incorporated the above criteria, was developed and
incorporated onto the prototype high density Austoft 7700 harvester. The improved
gathering system included a single large diameter tapered spiral with reverse wrap at the top
to control cane and reduced angle of inclination of the spiral relative to the ground.
Additionally, an improved gathering system suitable for retrofitting onto standard harvesters
was designed and manufactured. This system also included a single large diameter tapered
spiral with reverse wrap at the top to control cane and reduced angle of inclination of the
spiral relative to the ground. With this set-up, the reduced angle of inclination was achieved
with no increase in overall harvester length due to a dedicated linkage arrangement for
lifting. The improved gathering system developed for retrofitting onto standard harvesters is
illustrated in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Improved gathering system
4.3.2 Improved forward feeding system
In developing the concept for an improved forward feeding system, the following
criteria were considered.
• A shallow knockdown angle. This is important to minimise damage to the stool and
cane breakage in erect cane. Stool damage occurs when cane is either snapped off
prior to cutting with the basecutters or shattering of stalks on impact. The
knockdown angle of current harvesters is dependent on a number of factors
including, cutting height, position and physical size of knockdown roller. Research
by Kroes and Harris (1996) indicates that knockdown is responsible for damage to
cane during harvesting, and illustrates that the ultimate strain of cane in bending is
approximately two percent and is independent of stalk diameter and variety. Figure
4.7 illustrates the locations of forward feeding components relative to 15 percent
strain failure curves for 25, 30 and 35 mm diameter stalks for a standard harvester,
MF 405 and prototype high density harvester. Any component on the harvester in
front of these curves will cause failure of more than 15 percent of stalks due to
knockdown.
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Figure 4.7 Locations of forward feeding components relative to 15 percent strain
failure curves for 25, 30 and 35 mm diameter stalks for a standard
harvester, MI‘ 405 and prototype high density harvester.
• Feed engagement. Having achieved the realignment and presentation of the crop to
the feed system via the gathering system, the next most important criteria are to
control the cane bundle and grip the cane butts or bundle immediately after severing
by the basecutters. In the standard harvester layout, the power knockdown and
finned rollers provide little control and active feed of the cane bundle until the throat
is full of cane. In addition, there is no provision for gripping of the cane butts or
bundle after severing by the basecutters.
There are a limited number of after-market retrofit options available for the power
knockdown roller to provide more control and aggressive feeding. These options are
usually referred to as aggressive knockdown kits. However, these provide only limited
gains in improved feeding and present added problems including increased knockdown
angle.
Improved forward feeding can not be achieved with after-market options and to
incorporate the above design criteria major modifications are necessary to standard
harvesters. Constraints existed with modifications to the SRDC/BSES Austoft 7000
harvester. Whilst alternative designs of the front gathering sections can be developed
and trialed without major constraints, only limited modifications are possible on the
forward feed components and internal feed problems can not be addressed with this
harvester.
A more fundamental approach to introduce enhanced concepts became available with the
design and development of the prototype high density harvester. Modifications to the
harvester front end could be undertaken to incorporate concepts which promote even
feeding whilst minimising glut feeding. An enhanced forward feeding system was
developed and incorporated into this harvester as illustrated in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Enhanced forward feeding system on BSES prototype
high density harvester
The forward feed roller (Combing roller) is able to float up to 300mm above the
basecutters which allows large volumes of material to enter the feed system whilst still
allowing an aggressive feed.
4.3.3 Improved feed train system
In developing the improved feed train system, the following criteria were considered.
• Shallow feed train entry angle. This is an important criterion for effective dirt
rejection. A minimal entry angle into the feed train reduces the effect of tops being
forced onto the ground during feeding. Additionally, if the tops are kept on top of
the cane bundle, this would allow easier separation and rejection of dirt in the feed
train and trash in the cleaning system.
• Conveying and guidance of cane into the choppers. The feed rollers provide several
functions including conveying and guiding the cane bundle into the choppers. The
feed roller speed is an important consideration to actively feed the now severed
stalks away from the buttlifter and prevent the cane bundle from being pushed ahead
of the harvester. In standard harvester feed trains, the peripheral speed of rollers
vary from approximately 100 rpm (second bottom feed roller) to 185 rpm (last
bottom feed roller). Figure 4.9 illustrates the standard feed train roller speed set-up.
The rationale behind varying roller speeds is to agitate the cane bundle and reject
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dirt and to provide billet length regulation. However, dirt that is caught up in the
compressed cane bundle becomes extremely difficult to drop out in the feed train,
and billet length is primarily controlled by the speed, diameter and number of blades
in the choppers. This mismatching in roller speeds does not incur smooth
conveyance of material and therefore minimising glut feeding.
Improved feed train entry angle can not be achieved without major modifications to the
harvester layout on standard harvesters. Constraints existed with modifications to the
SRDC/BSES Austoft 7000 harvester. However, modifications to feed train in terms of
changes to the peripheral speed of rollers could easily be achieved.
The peripheral speed of all the feed train rollers, with the exception of the buttlifter, was
matched to provide even conveyance of material. This was achieved by modifications to
the hydraulic circuit and feed roller hydraulic motors. These modifications were carried
out on the prototype high density Austoft 7700, where feed train roller speeds are
matched and set at 185 rpm. Modifications were also carried out to the standard
BSES/SRDC Austoft 7000, where feed train roller speeds are matched at 185 rpm.
However, with this harvester, provisions were made with the hydraulic circuit to allow
the feed train roller speeds to be returned to the standard mismatched setup for
comparative testing work.

Feed train elements
Feed train rollers 6 -11
Buttlifter roller 1 - 90 rpm
Feed train rollers 2,3 - 145 rpm Roller speeds 160-190 rpm
Feed train roller 4 - 90 rpm
Figure 4.9 Standard feed train roller speed setup
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4.4

Stage Two — 1998 trials

Replicated field trials were undertaken to benchmark the performance of the prototype
BSES high density 7700 harvester. Benchmarking was undertaken via comparative
testing with the standard BSES/SRDC Austoft 7000 harvester as used in 1997 trials.
4.4.1 Benchmark harvester — Austoft 7000

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE, PSI

The trials were undertaken in an area of dual row Q124 cane in the Fairymead mill area
in Bundaberg. The cane had been trickle irrigated and yielded approximately 200 t/ha.
The crop was heavily lodged, close to perpendicular to the direction of the rows.
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Figure 4. 10 Interaction of gathering system and forward feeding
components during harvesting with the Austoft 7000
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the interactions between gathering and feeding systems
during harvesting with a standard Austoft 7000. These figures follow the impact of a
discrete block cane on the crop handling components from initial contact with the
gathering system through to the chopper system.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the impact of the first interaction between the harvester and the
cane and highlights the variability in loading experienced by the gathering and feeding
systems. With a constant forward speed of 3 km/hr, 7.5 m of forward travel is achieved
in approximately 9 seconds. A trial run was attempted at 4 km/hr, but chopper stallout
limited the harvester's ability to harvest at this speed. The harvester was cutting against
the lay of the cane, with the row being harvested laying into the adjacent row.
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If we consider a discrete block of cane as it builds against the gathering spirals at section
A-A, the combined effect of the harvester's forward movement and the inner gathering
spiral direct the growing bundle of cane inwards. Note that the pressure across the inner
and outer spirals increases at the same time and indicates they are fighting against each
other. At approximately four seconds later (B-B) the glut of cane is engulfed in the
harvester throat and active feeding is occurring by the forward feeding components.
This is indicated by an increase in pressure across the power knockdown and finned
roller components.
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Figure 4.11 Interaction of feed train and choppers during harvesting
with the Austoft 7000
Figure 4.11 illustrates the interaction of the feed train components and choppers with the
cane over the identical time period. As the glut was starting to form (Figure 4.10
Sections A-A and B-B) there was no material passing through the feed train and
choppers (Time 18:07 to 18:13). This is characterised by the last top feed roller being
fully closed and the chopper pressure reducing to no load level. This closure is for a
time period of approximately six seconds, which corresponds to a travel distance of five
metres. As the cane glut is engulfed, the last top feed roller peaks at fully open and the
chopper pressure increases rapidly. Throughout the run, chopper pressure reflects final
top roller position. Chopper pressure, although significantly lower than in the north
Queensland trials, peaked with significant glut feed events. Under these conditions, the
feed train top rollers were regularly peaking, and the characteristic starve-glut feed was
well established.
These results reinforce the characteristics of the gathering and feeding systems of the
standard harvester identified in the initial 1997 trials.
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Figure 4.12 Interaction of gathering system and forward feeding components
during harvesting with the prototype BSES high density Austoft 7700
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 illustrate the interactions between gathering and feeding systems
during a 69 second interval with the prototype BSES high density Austoft 7700 at
3 km/hr under identical conditions as the Austoft 7000. A trial run was attempted at
4 km/hr. However, due to limited elevator boot capacity on this harvester (1990 model
versus 1994 model), unacceptable cane loss from the boot prevented higher speed trials.
The harvester was cutting against the lay of the cane, with the row being harvested
laying into the adjacent row.
As the cane builds against the gathering spirals the combined effect of the harvester's
forward movement and the gathering spiral direct the growing bundle of material
towards the throat. Simultaneously, the combing roller pressure increases as it actively
feeds the material into the machine. The combing roller pressure closely traces the
spiral pressure and is an indication of the positive interaction between the gathering and
forward feeding components. The knockdown roller has little effect until a high volume
of material is gathered by the gathering system. These results indicate the synergy
between the gathering and forward feed components in aiding and promoting active and
continuous feeding.
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Figure 4.13 Interaction of feed train and choppers during harvesting
with the prototype BSES prototype high density Austoft 7700
A true indicator of the evenness of feed is the characteristics of the behaviour of the last
top feed roller and the corresponding chopper pressure. Figure 4.13 illustrates the
interaction between the feed train and chopper system during the 69 seconds interval
presented in Figure 4.12 and under identical ground speed and crop conditions as the
Austoft 7000.
The displacement of last top roller only briefly exceeded 80 percent fully opened and
exceeded 70 percent open with similar frequency to that at which the benchmark Austoft
7000 harvester last top feed roller was fully open. The typical glut-starve events
characterised by extended periods of roller closure and low chopper pressure are not
evident with this harvester. The slight increase in overall chopper pressure can be
explained by the three blade versus two blade chopper system and resulting shorter billet
length (200 mm versus 250 mm) for the prototype high density harvester. However,
operating pressures were in the order of two-thirds of the maximum operating pressures
recorded by the benchmark harvester.
Despite the shorter billet length (and therefore higher probability of billet damage), the
billet quality from the close row machine was significantly better than the standard
machine, and well above typical industry levels.
From observations at various harvesting sites, and through the review of the video and
data acquisition data in the Fairymead trial, the gathering and feed of this harvester
clearly outperform the standard Austoft 7000. Given greater capacity in the elevator, the
machine would have been capable of harvesting at a higher rate than the standard
machine, despite the lower power (180 kW versus 240 kW) and additional parasitic drag
of the track system and additional hydraulic circuits power consumption.
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4.4.3 Billet quality
Table 4.2 illustrates the billet quality and extraneous matter assessment recorded from
1998 trials. Assessment of billet length indicated both harvesters were producing
similar billet lengths, averaging 225-250 mm.
The billet quality results for the Austoft 7000 are similar to those measured in 1997
under comparable conditions. The majority of the billet damage was caused by the
chopper system and little by the feed train rollers. The billet quality results of the
prototype high density harvester are significantly higher under identical crop and
operating conditions. This reflects aspects of machine design including improved
presentation of the bundle to the chopper system.
The very low dirt levels reflect the dry sandy conditions at this location, however, the
standard Austoft 7000 recorded slightly higher dirt levels than the prototype harvester.
Again this illustrates the impact of basecutter design and set-up on dirt levels.
Additionally, the prototype high density harvester had reduced levels of trash, an
indication of the overall enhanced performance of this harvester.
Table 4.2

Billet quality assessment and EM results from 1998 Bundaberg trials
Speed
km/hr

Pour
Rate
t/hr

Extraneous Matter
Tops/
Trash Dirt
Sound Damaged Mutilated
Cabbage

Austoft
7000

3

110

25.8

High
Density

3

110

Harvester

Billet Quality

45.4

51

23.2

9.2

10.5

30.8

23.8

7.8

9.2

0.6
0

Location: Fairymead, Dual row, Q124, 200 tilla
4.5

Stage Three — 1999 trials

Replicated field trials were undertaken to benchmark the performance of the BSES
prototype high density harvester and the alternative gathering system. Benchmarking
was undertaken via comparative testing with a standard Austoft 7700 harvester.
Trials were undertaken in heavily lodged and sprawled, 2-year-old second ratoon of
varieties Q1704) and Q124, yielding approximately 298 t/ha and 160 t/ha, respectively.
Only results from the Q124 block are presented.
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4.5.1 Benchmark harvester — Austoft 7700
The interactions between the gathering, feeding and chopper systems of a standard
Austoft 7700 were benchmarked for comparative analysis and are illustrated in Figures
4.14 and 4.15, respectively. The presented results are at a constant harvester forward
speed of 4 km/hr over approximately 220 metres and are representative of all runs in the
Q124 block.
Figure 4.14 illustrates the impact of the first interaction between the harvester and the
cane and highlights the variability in loading experienced by the gathering and feeding
systems. The harvester was cutting against the lay of the cane, with the row being
harvested laying into the adjacent row.
The pressure across the left inner and outer spirals is relatively even and is an indication
that little work is undertaken by the gathering system. Pressure across the knockdown
and finned rollers is more uneven and indicates that active feeding only occurs when
there is enough cane in the throat of the machine to be forced against these components.
Pressure across the first top feed roller traces the pressure across the knockdown and
fumed rollers after a few seconds delay. This also illustrates that this roller contributes
little to the feeding of a thin mat of cane and only actively feeds when fully opened and
there is a full mat of cane to work against.
The loads on these components characterise this harvester and again confirm the
component interactions with the cane bundle during harvesting.
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Figure 4.14 Interaction of gathering system and forward feeding components
during harvesting with the standard Austoft 7700
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Figure 4.15 Interaction of feed train and choppers during
harvesting with the standard Austoft 7700
Figure 4.15 illustrates the interaction of the feed train components and choppers with the
cane over the identical time period as shown in Figure 4.14. Throughout the run the
chopper pressure frequently peaks over 1500 psi. At these times the chopper system is
processing the glut events and subsequently the position of the last top feed roller is
fully open. The last top feed roller cycles from fully closed to fully open a typical result
of glut then starve feeding. Throughout the run chopper pressure reflects final top roller
position.
These results characterise and benchmark this standard harvester and reinforce the
characteristics of the gathering and feeding systems of a standard harvester identified in
the previous trials.
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4.5.2 Benchmark harvester fitted with prototype gathering system
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Figure 4.16 Interaction of gathering system and forward feeding components
during harvesting with the standard Austoft 7700 fitted with the
prototype gathering system
The interactions between the gathering, feeding and chopper systems of the standard
Austoft 7700 fitted with the alternative gathering system are presented in Figures 4.16
and 4.17, respectively. The presented results are representative of all runs in the Q124
block and are at identical harvester operating conditions to the benchmark harvester
allowing for direct comparative analysis. Thus harvester forward speed was 4 km/hr
and the trial runs were over approximately 220 metres.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the impact of the alternative gathering system and the forward
feeding components with the cane. Again, the harvester was cutting against the lay of
the cane, with the row being harvested laying into the adjacent row.
In this system, the spirals are actively gathering material as indicated by the overall
increase in pressure across the left spiral over the standard set-up. At times the material
builds up across the spiral and pressure increases accordingly.
Pressure across the knockdown and finned rollers is more even than the standard set-up
and slightly higher, which is an indication that material is not building up in the throat
of the machine and is continuously flowing into the machine. Very infrequently does
the pressure across these components reach the peak levels measured with the standard
set-up.
Similarly, the pressure across the first top feed roller has been smoothed due to the
continuous flow of material into the machine.
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The loads on these components characterise the performance of the alternative gathering
system and indicate that substantial gains in the evenness of material flow through the
harvester have been made.
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Figure 4.17 Interaction of feed train and choppers during harvesting
with the standard Austoft 7700 fitted with the prototype gathering system
Figure 4.17 illustrates the interaction of the feed train components and choppers with the
cane over the identical time period as shown in Figure 4.16. The pressure at the
choppers is more even and very infrequently peaks over 1500 psi when compared with
the standard setup. This characteristic is a symptom of more even loading at the
choppers and thus related to more even feeding. During periods of high chopper
pressure, the system is processing a thick mat of material and subsequently the position
of the last top feed roller is fully open. The cyclic nature of the last top feed roller from
fully closed to fully open is still evident; however, the roller does not remain fully open
or closed for the prolonged periods as shown in Figure 4.15. Throughout the run
chopper pressure reflects the displacement of the last top roller.
These results characterise the performance of the standard harvester fitted with the
alternative gathering system and reinforce the characteristic of a more even flow of
material through the harvester.
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4.5.3 BSES prototype high density harvester
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Figure 4.18 Interaction of gathering system and forward feeding components
during harvesting with the BSES prototype high density harvester
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 illustrate the interactions between gathering, feeding and chopper
systems during a trial run with the BSES prototype high density at 4 km/hr under
identical conditions as the benchmark Austoft 7700. Again, the harvester was cutting
against the lay of the cane, with the row being harvested laying into the adjacent row.
The gathering and forward feeding characteristics are very different with this harvester
design over more standard designs. The pressure across the gathering system is
substantially lower and more even and indicates that no material is building up across
the gathering spiral. Simultaneously, the combing roller pressure traces the spiral
pressure as it actively feeds the material into the machine and is an indication of the
positive interaction between the gathering and forward feeding components. These
results reinforce previous results and indicate the synergy between the gathering and
forward feed components in aiding and promoting active and continuous feeding.
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Figure 4.19 Interaction of feed train and choppers during harvesting
with the BSES prototype high density harvester
Figure 4.19 illustrates the interaction of the chopper system during the trial run presented in
Figure 4.18 at identical ground speed and crop conditions as the standard Austoft 7700. Due to
a mechanical fault the displacement of the last top feed roller was unable to be recorded.
The evenness of the chopper pressure contrasts with the previously presented results and is a
true indicator of the evenness of flow of material through the machine. The overall slight
increase in chopper pressure can be can be explained by the two blade versus three blade
chopper system as used in the standard harvester, which resulted in a longer billet length (250
mm versus 200 mm) for the prototype high density harvester.
These results confirm the mechanisms conducive to even feeding and the avenues available to
enhance feeding of large green crops.
4.5.4 Billet quality
Table 4.3 illustrates the billet quality and extraneous matter assessment recorded from 1999
trials. Assessment of billet length indicated both harvesters were producing similar billet
lengths, averaging 200-250 mm.
The billet quality results for the Austoft 7700 are slightly higher than those measured in 1997
under comparable conditions. No significant differences between the levels of billet quality
were measured between the three harvester set-ups. Sound billet quality in the order of 55
percent was recorded in the lighter crop, with the level dropping to approximately 43 percent in
the heavier crop. This highlights the relationship between billet damage and pour rate. The
majority of the damage to billets was caused by the chopper system and very little by the feed
train rollers.
All harvesters recorded similar levels of tops and cabbage; however, the level of trash in the
samples decreased from the standard harvester to the lowest level with the prototype high
density harvester. The high dirt level when operating with the alternative gathering system
illustrates the importance of crop lifter height control.

Table 4.3

Billet quality assessment and EM results from northern New South Wales trials

Location

Harvester

Speed
Km/hr

Pour
Rate
T/hr

Billet Quality
Sound

Damaged

Extraneous Matter
Mutilated

Tops/
Trash Dirt
Cabbae
g
2.8
4.2 1.8
1.5
3.2 4.8

72
72

55.3

31.8

4.1

52.2

34.6

3.7

72

54.1

37.3

0.9

2.8

1.9

90

46.8

39.9

2.9
7.2

2.1

3.6

0.4

3

135

44.5

38.9

10.2

1.3

2.1

3

3

135

42.7

45.3

10

0.8

1.1

0.2

Pimlico
2nd ratoon 2 year old
Q124, 160 t/ha

Standard front'

4

New frontb

4

High density'

Pimlico
2.11d ratoon 2 year old
Q170(b , 298 t/ha
Notes:

Standard front'

4
2

New frontb
High density'

a: 1991 Austoft 7700 - Standard front setup
b: 1991 Austoft 7700 - Retrofitted alternative gathering system
c: 1990 Austoft 700 - Modified high density
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5.0

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED DURING PROJECT

A number of difficulties were experienced throughout the duration of this project. At
the beginning of the project, a decision was made by BSES to reorganise staff project
time allocations, for more effective use of staff resources. This resulted in a reduction
of time allocation to this project by Chris Norris and reduction in costing of time input
by Ross Ridge. Very significant increases in time allocated to the project by Rod Davis
were made and the overall commitment by BSES to the project increased. These staff
changes posed a slight disruption to the progress of the project.
The instrumentation component of the project was contracted to SRI. This arrangement
did not prove to be a workable arrangement for a number of reasons. The logistics of
an instrumentation engineer based at Mackay, coupled with difficulties in the data
acquisition software (Labtech Notebook®) contributed to a large increase in professional
time, resulting in a high initial cost of the instrumentation system. SRI exceeded their
budget by 60 percent, and the additional expenditure had to be carried by the project
($24,000 versus $15,000).
Additionally, the design, manufacture and fitting of the false sidewalls to the harvester,
were contracted to SRI; however, due to shortfalls in SRI resources, these tasks were
undertaken by BSES.
The harsh working environment of the cane harvester resulted in considerable problems
with the reliability of the data acquisition system designed and fitted by SRI. This
included physical protection of the sensors and wiring, and electrical interference. This
resulted in a revamped system and considerable time was consumed in the redesign and
fitting of this system to overcome the difficulties. To reduce electrical interference
effects, the wiring system fitted to the harvester by SRI was completely stripped from
the machine and replaced. The interfacing electronics were substantially redesigned and
simplified by BSES engineers from the initial SRI system. Due to these problems,
BSES engineers undertook all further development of the data acquisition system.
These difficulties resulted in a delay of four months in commencing 1997 field trials.
Unseasonally wet weather in Bundaberg during the 1999 crush resulted in only limited
testing of the SRDC/BSES Austoft 7000 harvester fitted with the alternative gathering
system and matched feed train rollers. Continued wet weather in northern New South
Wales in 1999 also prevented this wheeled harvester from being trialed in this area.
6.0

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This project has benchmarked the performance of the gathering and feeding components
of the Australian standard harvester. Mechanisms involved in the feeding of heavy
lodged crops of green cane and their effect on the evenness of feeding were identified
and a better understanding developed.
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The presentation of cane to the machine is one mechanism identified which determines
the optimum machine configuration for evenness of feed. The majority of unevenness
of feed is due to the percentage of time the cane is not controlled between the gathering
and feed train components of the machine. An alternative gathering system was
developed and provided substantial gains in the gathering ability of current harvesters.
However, further work is required to optimise this design and develop a robust, reliable
and easily manufactured unit.
Harvester and after-market manufacturers have expressed substantial interest in the
alternative gathering system to date. Further work is currently being undertaken to
optimise the design of the gathering system and to further evaluate the robustness and
reliability of the system under commercial harvesting conditions. The continuation of
this work is being funded from BSES internal funds.
To fully achieve reliable feeding further research is required on the machine
components/cane interactions during forward feeding and movement of cane across the
basecutters, buttlifter and entry into the feed train. Understanding these interactions is
paramount to address issues including control of cane after severing by the basecutters
and the lifting into and stratification of material up the feed train.
Development of the prototype harvester for high density planting has illustrated the
importance of enhanced gathering, reduced knockdown angle, forward feeding and the
control of the cane after severing and the impact these parameters have on the evenness
of feed.
There is considerable scope on current harvesters to enhance feed performance,
providing a full and fundamental understanding of the machine/cane interactions is
developed, and a logical development process is followed.
7.0

APPLICATION OF RESULTS TO THE INDUSTRY

This project has quantified from a fundamental approach the harvester components/cane
interactions occurring during gathering and feeding of heavy lodged green crops. In
addition, the project will supply manufacturers with quantitative information regarding
the mechanisms and components limiting the feeding performance on current harvesters.
A new front for the harvester that improves gathering has been developed and supplied
to manufacturers. The new BSES front will be commercially available in 2000 with
many requests already received.
The outcomes of the project have been a better understanding of the harvester
component/cane interactions involved in providing reliable gathering and butt first
feeding of lodged cane. This will lead to improved harvester performance through
improved gathering via less damage to stools; even feeding via reducing component
loading and operator stress; and reduced damage to cane and improved chopper
performance and cleaning chamber performance through more even presentation of
material under difficult conditions.
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Research by BSES as part of the SRDC-funded project 'Improved feeding of green
cane' has shown that the flow of material through the choppers has a significant impact
on cane and juice losses. Cane and juice losses at the choppers are typically greater
than seven percent at high pour rates (240 t/hr). These losses are exacerbated with
uneven feeding where instantaneous pour rates approach 400 t/hr during glut events. A
reduction in the chopper losses from 7 to 3.5 percent through reduced chopper loading
would conservatively result in a return of $35m to the industry.
The reduction in extraneous matter will increase milling capacity and the improvement
in cane quality would also contribute to increases in sugar quality.
8.0
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